
SCHOOL OBSERVATION EXPERIENCE ESSAY

Observing helps show how experienced teachers manage their classroom. For this observation, I observed in a
fifth-grade elementary school classroom at.

Fortich teach her kindergarten students. Usually when an extremely social child is seated with a quiet child,
the quiet child will not say much so the extremely social child will not have anyone to talk to I assume the
classrooms were designed this way to save water, because of fewer bathrooms, but it is not a very constructive
learning environment. Cooper told me that I could look around and one of the first things that I saw was a
series of posters to help children in mathematics. I believe that the behavior of students as a group reflects
eclecticism meaning that every child behaves differently although every behavior can be integrated. Cash did
not treat everyone fairly. There was a bulletin board that displayed pictures of students and their families along
with autobiographies. However, I did not enjoy observing these classes as much. Third, he checked to make
sure the students had everything they needed in order to begin task discussed It provides the opportunity to
apply theoretical knowledge on pedagogies in the actual classroom setting and gain the experience. We were
scheduled to arrive at 2 PM. Tijerina for Spanish 2, as the teacher I had left Adams Central. In the dramatic
play center there was a long coat rack and each hook was labeled with an image and name of the outfit. I have
learned a lot about the teaching profession this semester. When facing diversity herself, though, Mrs. As of the
school year, the district has 10, students who attend school, 23 percent of their student population are minority
students. I am glad I had the opportunity to observe the interactions between the students and teachers,
because I was able to realize the importance of the students comfort in class. Each grade level is in a different
colored hallway because their rotations are at different times in the day. Some of the teachers gave me copies
of the lessons the students were doing at the time of my observation. When first learning about ESL classes
this semester I thought I would never want to teach this type of class. Cooper a first grade teacher told me that
she would be honored to have me observe her instruction for as many days as I needed to complete my
assignment. There are 26 children in this second grade class. My cooperating supervisor for my internship was
able to go on these walk-throughs with me in order to have a productive reflection meeting afterwards. I
admire this because it is very difficult to achieve comfort of that level in a classroom for only a few short
weeks. When I told Mrs. Being a teacher seemed to be the easiest career choice out there for me. Her class is
made up of nineteen students, eight of which have been diagnosed with ADHD.


